DIRECTIONS TO WILMAPCO

Wilmington Area Planning Council (WILMAPCO)
100 Discovery Blvd.
The Tower at Star Campus, Suite 800
Newark, Delaware 19713
(302) 737-6205

From the South
Take Route 1 North and exit onto I-95 S toward Newark/Baltimore. Take exit 1B to merge onto DE-896 N/S College Ave toward Newark. Continue on S College Ave. to the 5th traffic signal. Turn left onto Discovery Blvd. and make 1st right and then 1st left into parking lot. Marked visitor spaces are in the first two rows. If these are filled, marked visitor spaces are located throughout the complex.

From I-95, Delaware
Take exit 1B to merge onto DE-896 N/S College Ave toward Newark. Continue on S College Ave. to the 5th traffic signal. Turn left onto Discovery Blvd. and make 1st right and then 1st left into parking lot. Marked visitor spaces are in the first two rows. If these are filled, marked visitor spaces are located throughout the complex.
From I-95, Maryland
Take I-95 northbound to MD-279 N/Elkton Rd, exit 109 from I-95 N. Continue on Elkton Rd. Turn right onto Route 4/Christina Pkwyat 6th signal. Turn left onto DE-896/S. College Ave. Turn left at 2nd signal onto Discovery Blvd. and make 1st right and then 1st left into parking lot. Marked visitor spaces are in the first two rows. If these are filled, marked visitor spaces are located throughout the complex.

Transit
Dart First State - Routes 16, 33, 46, and 302 serve our office. The closest bus stop is one block south of our office at DE 896 near Marvin Drive.
Septa - The Septa Newark station is located a 10 minute walk from our building.
University of Delaware Shuttle - For use by visitors with UD ID only - Routes North South Academy Street and North South College Avenue. Closest bus stop is behind building, the first stop after bus turns onto Discovery Blvd.

Bike
Bicycle parking is available on site. The closest bike racks are between the buildings, to the right of our main entrance.